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Your Android is great for performing smartphone stuff on your own screen, but it's also amazingly skillfully managing devices and apps completely separated from yourself, from desktop applications to entire operating systems. Here's a look at our loved ones. App/System-Specific RemotesVLC Remote (Beta) is another
seemingly popular option with the official seeming VLC Remote tag, but it cuts off certain features if you don't pay $2.99 for the full version. Peter Baldwin's VLC Remote app works just fine, and does exactly what you want it to-control playback on any machine that has a VLC (or compatible control scheme) working. VLC
Remote (beta) App BrainRemote for iTunes Is $4.99, so you should really want iTunes-specific access this app provides. But it's very slick, with almost everything in access it provides, and a great way to make the transition from a hard-to-beat remote app to iOS to Android Life. He manages songs and volume playlists,
iTunes DJ during parties, and works with AirPlay setups, too. Remote for iTunes App BrainRoku Remote Is a very well done remote, front back that can control multiple Roku boxes with all the features of a real remote control. You can skin the remote control for a good background, access the screen information and a
quick 30-second button back, and add a widget to your home screen. This latest feature allows a really killer setup to make one of your home screen panels dedicat to the widget, and you have a remote control with just a swipe of your finger. Roku Remote App BrainBoxee If you like the basics, there's a stripped-down
version, but we like the improvements this version has made for the basic seven-step Boxee remote control. Along with navigation, choice, menu, backs and text input, there's better screen now playback, gesture mode support (i.e. mouse-like cursor movement), and a pretty useful Settings section. Boxy by Supware.net
YouTube's own Android Remote is designed to pair nicely with their big screen-oriented Leanback experience, but it's much more than a play/pause tool. You can view the video in a queue or channel on the small screen, so you're always sure that you're playing the right video for other viewers (yeesh, how bad it is
when it happens). You can queue for a few videos, skim through videos already playing, and check for a subscription through your YouTube login. Remote YouTube App BrainXBMC Remote niftiest feature of this remote control? A visual representation of scrolling video. XBMC is the best at detecting and The TV and
movies you have are hidden on storage discs, and the remote control offers a compact view of everything that awaits your greedy eyes, right on your phone. The official XBMC Remote App BrainGeneral Remotes and VNCUnified Remote is one only windows, but if you use Windows, it may be all you need. Single
deleted packages a a remote features in one launcher, as you can see on the screenshot: Windows Media Player, general media management, task switching, file study, keyboard/mouse input, Powerpoint, and damn even Spotify if you have something working (or live where it works). BrainGmote 2.0Gmote uses a kind



of hybrid approach to remote media control. As a direct remote control, it only technically supports VLC (and Windows Media Player, with a hack) on Windows, Mac, and a few on Linux. But Gmote also works as a shared keyboard, a PowerPoint remote control, and has standard play/pause/pass buttons for most apps
that will take them away from the keyboard buttons. In other words, it can cover everything one user needs, or anything that another user might want, but it's a beautifully ambitious remote control app. Gmote App BrainRemoteDroid After installing the app on Android and server software in your system (Windows, Mac
and Linux), you have created a proxy mouse and keyboard for your media machine from your Android. Nothing more, no less - full cursor and text control from a small screen to a much larger screen. RemoteDroid BrainTeamViewer App Being as cheap and open to developers as Android, there are many VNC-style apps
for remote screen access to the system. We like the TeamViewer app though, because of its control scheme, which makes the finger scrolling like a mouse a little more intuitive, and offers only the right screen-to-control display ratio. Desktop software is also pretty well tested, and making a connection requires only a few
numbers to hit in on your phone, not a network IP hunting address. The app requires you to have a non-market source setup enabled by app settings. TeamViewer I have an unusual computer setup: I have a super powerful desktop at home and I carry a Chromebook with me when I am and the O. system has served me
well over the past year, but there are times when I'm on the move and I need to tap into my extra power at home. This is where Chrome Remote Desktop comes into play - I can connect to my home computer from anywhere, as long as I have an internet connection. If you want to do this, follow along! How to install a
Chrome Remote Desktop host on a computer you want to access before using Chrome Remote Desktop, the machine you'd like to access should run the Chrome browser and Chrome Remote Desktop host. Chromebooks and Chromeboxes that should be available can this section because the parts you need are
already built into Chrome OS. If you don't, download the Chrome browser. Sign up for the browser by clicking the image icon in the top right corner of the browser. Once you've been in, visit the Chrome Remote Desktop webpage. Click on the blue Get Started button. Tap the blue download icon to Set up remote access.
Access. Blue Take and set the button. If your computer requires an administrative password to install, you will need to enter it. Chrome Remote Desktop asks you to set a name for your computer. Enter the name in the text box. You will be asked to create a PIN to keep someone from accessing your system without your
knowledge. The PIN can only be a number, without letters and must be at least six digits in length. And with that, we're done with the installation! How to access your desktop from another device as long as both devices have an internet connection, you will be able to remotely and access the computer you have created.
Now it's time to connect. Download and install the Chrome Remote Desktop app from Google Play, Chrome Web Store or iOS App Store. You can also visit the Chrome Remote Desktop page again. If necessary, sign up to the app with the same Google account as above. Under My computers, you should see the
computer that you created before. Click on the name of the computer. Enter the PIN you created. If you want, you can tell the software not to ask for a PIN when connecting with this particular device. And that's it! You are connected to your home car. There are some tools (such as sending Ctrl and Alt and Del
commands) to the menu on the right. Another great use of Chrome Remote Desktop is providing support to other users. That being said, I didn't have to drive two hours just to get my mother's bar bookmarks to show up. If you want to help your user remotely, use Chrome Remote Desktop Host to install it using the steps
above. Open a remote Chrome desktop on your device. In the Remote Support section, they'll need to press the Generate Code button. Chrome Remote Desktop will generate code for this session. Tell this man the code. Open a remote Chrome desktop on your computer. In the Remote Support section, there is a code
in the field marked access code. A few things to keep in mind here: you need a quick internet connection for this, and ping times are very important since you'll be connecting in real time. If you are on LTE, make sure your signal is strong. Do you use Chrome remote desktop? Let us know down below! Are you a technical
support person on the go? Maybe you just want to be able to set up a download on your home computer while you're away. There are a number of reasons why you can use an Android device to access a remote desktop protocol (RDP) to your Windows computer. If you have an Android phone or tablet and you can set
up access to a remote desktop protocol on your Windows computer, you will find at least one good RDP customer for In here. If you're looking for something for your iPad, James Bruce writes it well into the best free remote desktop apps for your iPad. Before we go any further, we need to clarify that these customers
require that the Windows computer be configured with A desktop connection is on. There are other ways to remotely connect to and control your desktop. Often they use mediation services such as LogMeIn or one of these excellent, free screen sharing and remote access tools you haven't heard of yet. There are also
open source alternatives, most of which are based on the Real VNC source. We are not looking at these options today, as the goal is to keep the amount of work you have to do to a minimum and use what Windows has already given you for free. Keep in mind not all versions support Windows RDC (Remote desktop
connection), but most of them do. If you want to know more about RDC, I suggest you start with a remote Microsoft desktop connection: frequently asked questions. (Please note that some of the items in the following screenshots are blurred for privacy and security reasons.) Microsoft Remote Desktop - Free features of
Microsoft's Remote Desktop app are as bare-bones RDP app as you can get. You can see on the screenshots that there aren't any excessive options here. Create a connection profile, look for a connection profile, and connect to your computer. That's it. For a little more on this app in its Android and iOS incarnations,
turn to O'Neill's brand quickly read, Microsoft launches a remote desktop for iOS and Android. There is no way to change the experience settings, such as a remote desktop show or theme. Being able to use or not use these options gives you control over the quality of your desktop and the bandwidth used to connect.
Microsoft says they have, high quality video and streaming sound with improved compression and bandwidth. It is unclear what exactly this means, however, having the ability to control what returns to your Android would be preferable. Connect to a remote computer If you don't put a password when you create a
connection profile, you get a standard desktop window asking for a password. Since the window is tiny and the screen controls inconveniently, this is a real drawback. A small pink control compass is the only way to enlarge or reduce the screen. No Android finger gestures. Any movement of the screen from left to right or
from top to bottom should take place in the compass rose. Terribly embarrassing. The keyboard is also hard to use. This is not the app that it can be. Download and use at your own risk. 2X Customer RDP - The free 2X launch screen features is very simple and intuitive. You can initiate a connection you've already
created, add a new connection, or go to the app settings. If you create a new connection, 2X gives you a few - one standard RDP connection, and two that use 2X servers and paid services. These services may be something you would consider if you need the features and security that a conventional RDP connection
does not have. Note: Note: DO NOT keep your password in your RDP profile. It would be very painful if you lost your Android, someone else found it and now had access to your computer or server. Connect to a remote computer After setting up and saving the connection, all you have to do is click on the connection,
enter the password, and you'll be connected to your Windows computer. This is where RDP applications start to really differ. How do they allow you to interact with a remote computer? The 2X mouse function is very easy to use, the keyboard is very good at mimicking the Windows keyboard, and the client supports the
standard Android finger gestures to manipulate the screen. You can stretch, pinch, and click on the icons to start the program. It's very intuitive and uncluttered. It also has all the tweaking experience that most people would like, such as depth of color, sound settings and whether it is a console session or not.
AccessToGo features has most of the features of the rdP test applications. Not only can you create standard RDP connections, but you can also connect with VMWare View, which is great if you're a system administrator working with virtualized servers. Ericom also offers the Blaze RDP Server, which can be installed on
your desktop, for faster RDP connections. You should request a quote for the Blaze RDP server, so it's probably more to use in the business environment. If you use VMWare at work, you can also create VMWare View connections on the free app as well. Very convenient for the types of server administrators.
Connecting to a remote computer Because AccessToGo automatically adjusts the size of the desktop on the Screen of Android devices, you can use the standard window log for dialogue much easier than with the Microsoft RDP app. The customer also supports standard Android finger gestures for re-screen size, file
selection and clicking. If that's not enough for you, you can switch to using your finger to control the cursor using a screen mouse with multiple different controls, and a top bar with special control keys. No matter how you would like to work with a remote desktop, this app has it. Takeaway For a full set of features, ease of
use, and server admin level control, Ericom AccessToGo RDP is the app to get. If you just need something logo for a home or small business computer remotely, then 2X RDP is your choice. If you don't like yourself and prefer to do everything on your way, then you will be happy unhappy with the Microsoft RDP app. Do
you use any of these RDP apps? If you do what you like or don't like about them? Is there another Android RDP app that you prefer? We'd like to hear about it in the comments and You like it! Do you think these reviews are off-base? Let us know about that too! We're all in this thing called living together. Let's help each
other. Image credit: Placeit 5 awesome Adobe Apps that You don't always have to pay for high-quality Software from Adobe for free. Here are the top Adobe apps that are all free. Related Topics Windows Android Remote Desktop Remote Access About Author Guy McDowell (152 Articles Published) More from Guy
McDowell McDowell
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